3rd April 2019

Atlassian Pty Ltd
Level 6, 341 George Street
Sydney NSW 2000
AUSTRALIA

To Whom It May Concern,

Letter of Assessment

From 1st of March 2019 to 13th of March 2019, pursuant to our agreement with Atlassian Pty Ltd, elttam conducted a white-box security assessment of the in-house version of Confluence and its new Super Admin feature.

elttam’s approach to this white-box assessment was highly collaborative and thorough. The engagement commenced with a detailed briefing and walk-through by Atlassian of the solution to obtain an understanding of the project and its threat model. The assessment team then combined manual code review, static analysis, and manual penetration testing techniques in a phased manner, working closely with Atlassian throughout.

The assessment initially prioritised obtaining coverage across the project to determine entry-points and threats factoring in the understood threat model. In addition, the assessment team considered potential edge-cases and risks in the design and implementation that are considered important to provide insight and pragmatic guidance for incorporating defence in depth strategies.

elttam is a boutique IT security consulting firm providing services to the Fortune 500, global financial institutions, leading technology companies, Australian federal government, and up and coming technology start-ups. We pride ourselves on providing high-quality technical expertise in the areas of security assessments and training services.

Sincerely,

Matt Jones
Partner
elttam